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WHAT  IS  THE  REBELLE?

The Rebelle Rally is the first women’s off-road navigation rally raid 
of its type in the United States. The competition stretches over 

10 days and 1,500+ miles across different terrains, testing driving, 
navigation and communication skills across all levels, using

only a map and compass - no electronics allowed!



to find out more, visit:

www.rebellerally.com



MEET THE TEAM!



Air Force Vet, Dog Lover, Data Fixer

Why the Rebelle?

As a former Alaskan resident, Cindy learned to
charm the rugged logging roads on ATVs at a 
young age. That foundation was put to good use 
in the military and drove a “five ton” and “deuce 
and a half” vehicles on the side of the mountains 
in South Korea. She loves puzzles and, today, 
uses those skills to identify data integrity issues
at work. These skills will serve her well in her first 
Rebelle and will be complemented by her 
competitive nature.

Random Fun Facts:

She actually reads the owner’s manual of her 
vehicles and devices to ensure she tries every 
feature. She loves snacks and travels with a 
battery operated fan due to her dislike of the heat. 

        CINDY
“The Spicy One"

MANDY
“The Spontaneous One”

         GROOT
“The Workhorse"

Army Vet, CrossFitter, Horse Enthusiast
Driver/Navigator Driver/Navigator

2020 Jeep Gladiator Rubicon

Rebelle Gear Wish List

Why the Rebelle?

She is always in search of a challenge that brings her 
together with like-minded people who are just as crazy. 
After a fun, inspirational rookie year, she’s back with Team 
Veterans United to apply her 2020 lessons learned to 
continue to inspire others to work hard to achieve their 
goals!

Random Fun Facts:

Mandy coaches at Blue Crab CrossFit in her down time. She 
also prefers to drive a manual transmission and special 
ordered her vehicle for that reason!

Will be driven in the Bonestock Division.
No performance modifications - stock!

- ~35 L/Qt Dometic/ARB Fridge - no ice on the Rebelle!
- Zarges or Alubox Aluminum Cases
- ARB or Hylift Jack
- Set of 5x Tires - All Terrian 315/70/17 or 35x12.50R17
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SUPPORT US

       www.teamveteransunited.com
GoFundMe: https://tinyurl.com/v3mm3khced.com

We would love to have your support for the 2021 Rebelle Rally. Every little bit
helps cover the cost of the rally and 5% of all funds raised will go towards

our charity, the Catch a Lift Fund. Every follow helps and allows you to
enjoy the journey with us through social media.

Contact us on:
(E) teamveteransunited@gmail.com

(P) 812.219.3634

www.instagram.com/teamveteransunited www.facebook.com/teamveteransunited www.twitter.com/teamvetsunited



Thank you

CINDY   MANDYAND
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